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minous may be the best way to
describe a year that begins with the
economy tottering on the brink and
the nation’s largest radio group announcing
hundreds of layoffs. Certainly, much of the year
was consumed with upheaval and, frankly, if we
never write another story about someone losing
their job it will be too soon.
But a funny thing happened on the way to
1929 ... nothing. That is to say, the economy
didn’t actually implode, radio transmitters
didn’t crumble to dust and country fans didn’t
suddenly decide they preferred silver-lamméed
European techno dweebs. In fact, as 2009 drew
to a close, Nashville and Country radio could
look around and smile at the realization that
this format is building new stars.

Swift Ascension
Three years ago, Twitter was something a bird did, Barack Obama was a ridiculous long shot
and Taylor Swift was a relative unknown. One of them, certainly, has become the internationally
renowned face of a nation ... and that Barack guy’s done okay, too.
In all seriousness, Swift’s rise from a Hendersonville High School desk to the top of the
entertainment world may be the most improbable success story in the history of country music.
Improbable, except to those who’ve seen it up close and, most significantly, had the pleasure of
getting to know Taylor.
Becoming the best-selling all-genre recording artist, launching a widely acclaimed headlining
tour, hosting Saturday Night Live, taking her show to Europe and Australia, and lining several
shelves with awards are astounding accomplishments. But they pale in comparison to – and
perhaps owe part of their existence to – the uncanny focus, maturity and grace exhibited by a
woman who this month celebrates her 20th birthday.
Detractors and adversity are part of the story as well, and Swift handled a rude interruption at
MTV’s Video Music Awards with aplomb. She is one of those unique artists with the ability to be
exactly who she wants to be while simultaneously embracing the music biz and radio machinery and, in particular, its people. The trail of warm personal interactions she’s left behind and
her continuing gratitude toward Country radio and all who have supported her reveal a level of
understanding beyond expectations. Can Taylor sustain this kind of growth? Not likely. About as
unlikely as the idea of that kid doodling lyrics in a school notebook signing a record deal, releasing a single and three years later becoming CMA Entertainer of the Year.

A Hard Reign’s
Gonna Fall
It’s white-knuckle time for stockholders of overleveraged
major radio groups. Mounting debt threatens to trigger
creditor covenants that could force some owners into further
restructuring, sell-offs and outright bankruptcy proceedings.
Clear Channel’s private equity owners, Bain Capital and
Thomas H. Lee Partners, apparently have been scrambling to
restructure several bank loans that financed the $27-billion
2008 buyout. While it’s reported that CC could default by
the end of 2009 or early 2010, the PE firms say they have
not reached out to banks. In August, S&P cut the corporate
credit ratings on CC and its parent CC Media Holdings to
“CC,” 10 steps below investment grade.
Citadel’s plight may be more grim. A November
SEC filing suggests a
possible Chapter
11 bankruptcy,
as the company
does not expect
to meet loan
requirements
including a $150
million payment
by Jan. 15. After
a net loss of
nearly $1 billion
in 2008, its Q3
‘09 net station
revenues fell 9.9%
from the previous year, with its radio network off 31.5% and consolidated net
revenue down 14.1%. CTDB stock is trading for about a nickel.
Cumulus stock started ‘09 at $2.67, plunged to 50 cents in mid-July,
but rebounded to around $2.20 in December. The company’s net loss
was $144 million for the first nine months of ‘09, compared to -$362
million in all of ‘08.
Amid the dark clouds, there were some silver linings: Entercom, which
slashed its dividend, saw its stock quadruple. And after huge losses in ‘08,
CBS posted $168 million in net earnings through Q3, with its stock also
up four-fold between March and November. Regent’s stock quadrupled,
too, from January to November. And Cox successfully completed its stock
buyback plan and went private.

Marching
To The
Meter

No one knows how
Arbitron’s Portable People
Meter will ultimately impact
the music industry, but
radio is feeling the change
like never before. In 2009,
electronic audience measurement spread to 33 of America’s top 50
markets, with Baltimore, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver, Kansas City,
Las Vegas, Miami, Minneapolis, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Portland (OR),
Salt Lake City, San Antonio, San Diego, Seattle, St. Louis and Tampa
joining the list. Together, PPM-measured stations drive more than
half of ad revenue generated among all measured metros. Twelve new
markets will achieve PPM currency in spring 2010: Austin, Charlotte,
Columbus (OH), Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Nashville, Norfolk, Orlando,
Providence and Raleigh. Next fall, Greensboro, Hartford, Jacksonville,
Memphis, New Orleans and West Palm Beach join the roster.
PPM’s expansion was not without controversy. Embattled by
state lawsuits, new Arbitron President/CEO Michael Skarzynski
signed settlements with attorneys general of New York, New Jersey
and Maryland last winter. However, a contentious House Oversight
investigation is underway, and Arbitron awaits further MRC
accreditation beyond Houston and Riverside. Meanwhile, the ratings
firm is increasing its sample benchmarks for persons 12+ by 10%
by mid-2011, along with a 15% increase in in-tab cell-phone-only
households by the end of ‘09 and a 20% bump next year.
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Economy Lobotomy
The financial pounding corporate radio has taken in 2009
was only accentuated by broader economic woes. And those
body blows reverberated at virtually every station around
the country. Facing steep declines in revenue and staggering
debt (see “A Hard Reign’s” story), most companies took bold
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steps, ranging from aggressive expansion into voice tracking
and centralized programming (see “Plug & Play Dayparts”)
to a variety of cost-cutting measures. Many firms were
forced to pink-slip employees – including numerous seasoned
veterans – and eliminated countless unfilled positions. Some
broadcasters initiated mandatory furloughs of 10-24 days
per year, while others instituted across-the-board salary
deductions of 5-10% to avoid or minimize layoffs.
With Drew Marcus of Sugarloaf Rock Capital calling
2009 the “worst advertising market since 1975” at the NAB
Radio Show in Philadelphia back in September, the net
effect has left already-anxious radio professionals with even
more uncertainty. Estimates for radio’s total 2009 revenue
decline are as low as 23%, with digital income (websites,
streaming, mobile apps) the only category showing growth.
But there is some good news. According to the RAB,
certain marketers have significantly increased their radio
spending recently, including Taco Bell, Subway, Dunkin’
Donuts, MetroPCS, Volvo and Hyundai. And as an election
year, 2010 is expected to perform much better for radio,
although the industry still expects a further 5% decrease
from ‘09. There also is optimism that more financially sound
players such as KUPL/Portland parent Alpha Broadcasting
will be lured to radio as troubled group owners refinance
and shed some of their holdings.

Kindergarten Cutoff

A major label president recently told us, “Artists more than five years old just aren’t
selling albums anymore.” And it seems to be true. A quick perusal of a late November
Nielsen SoundScan country albums chart shows only one artist in the top 10 whose debut
album was released prior to 2004: Tim McGraw. The rest? Carrie Underwood, Taylor Swift
(twice), Lady Antebellum, Zac Brown Band, Sugarland, Darius Rucker, Jason Aldean and
the Hannah Montana soundtrack.
An optimistic view says country music fans are redefining the notion of who this
format’s biggest stars are, and awards season certainly drove that point home. Surprise
CMA wins by Swift, Lady A and Sugarland were punctuated by Swift’s win as AMA
Artist of the Year and a huge all-genre Breakthrough Artist nod for Gloriana. Aldean,
of course, has the year’s top single (see page 15) with “She’s Country” and arguably the
song of the summer with “Big Green Tractor,” while ZBB and Rucker have logged three
chart-toppers each. With powerhouse performers like Kenny Chesney and Keith
Urban winding down huge
’09 tours and Brooks & Dunn
howdy!
embarking on their final
run, 2010 could offer
you must be
even more opportunities
this old
for country stars: the
or younger
next generation.

to play!

In Memoriam
Ernie Ashworth
Leona Atkins
Michael Bandy
Barry Beckett
Delaney Bramlett
Tom Brumley
Roy Butler

Plug & Play
Dayparts

Long-rumored changes at Clear Channel began Inauguration
Day (Jan. 20) with hundreds of layoffs that were explained the next
day in an internal memo from CEO John Hogan. “From widely
distributed, highly decentralized assets to strategically centralized,
consistent local execution,” Hogan said of the company’s plans. The
programming upshot of that philosophy became clear in May as
the company rolled out its Premium Choice initiative promising to
“improve quality in all dayparts.”
In some ways the next logical step after voicetracking, Premium
Choice broke ground in providing a menu of centrally produced
airshifts and music to the company’s programmers. These were
implemented not just in small markets and away from prime daytime
slots, but across whole stations and in markets including St. Louis
and San Diego.
And while Premium Choice was the broadest and most visible
manifestation of this ongoing shift, group-sanctioned syndicated
weekday programming was also being employed at Cumulus.
Aligning with Westwood One for CMT Radio Live with Cody
Alan in 60+ markets and rolling out the newly launched Tony
and Kris in the Morning show, Cumulus’ non-exclusive approach
contrasted with Clear Channel’s company-centric efforts. Citadel’s
GAC Nights: Live From Nashville couldn’t gain traction and was
shuttered late in the year, but the trend toward syndicated dayparts
seems to be gaining momentum nevertheless.

Rest Well, R&R

Less than three years from its purchase of Radio & Records, Nielsen abruptly shuttered
the 36-year-old trade publication June 3, leaving more than 40 staffers unemployed.
Created by former KDAY/Los Angeles PD Bob Wilson in October 1973, R&R was built
on Wilson’s passion for radio and structured around editors who were in many respects
advocates for their formats. At its peak, the company employed more than 100 and was
a weekly must-read. Wilson sold R&R to Harte Hanks in 1979, with Westwood One and
Perry Capital also acquiring it before Nielsen’s purchase in August 2006.
“Given the consolidation of the radio and music industries, Nielsen Business Media
has determined that the best way to leverage its assets and resources in support of these
industries is to consolidate its music brands,” Nielsen SVP Gerry Byrne said of the
move. It was an unceremonious conclusion to a three-decade chronicle of the people
and events that comprised the industries from which R&R took its name. And if R&R’s
closing rattled the industry, the rumored forthcoming sale of Billboard to someone
named Murdoch could be an earthquake. Hey, we report. You decide.
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